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Connections Corner Provides Sampling of Articles About the World of Parenting Multiples 

Franklin, TN – Looking for a good read with a multiple twist? Perhaps it’s a story about twins building 
a business together. Or the tale of a parents of multiples club who built a special playground for their 
community. Or news about how triplets navigate the school experience. 
 
Multiples of America has been publishing quality articles focused on the experiences of parents with 
twins or more for decades. In fact, our organizational publication, Multiple Connections, formerly 
named NOMOTC’s Notebook, was first published just following our founding in 1960. 
 
For the last 60 years, those articles have been reserved for members. Now, a new feature on our 
website is changing all of that. Connections Corner will allow everyone to take a peek at just a few of 
the stories.  
 
The purpose of Connections Corner is to raise awareness of the unique stories and dilemmas involved 
in parenting multiples and to provide a sample of the material available to our members. 
 
Four articles will be available at the launch of Connections Corner. Articles about: 
• The Undeniable Connection Between Multiples, 
• School Placement for Three of More, 
• Famous Fictional Multiples, and  
• The Twin Court Case Heard Round the World. 
New content will be added each month. 
 
Come to our Corner to learn more about the world of parenting multiples. Come to get connected 
and inspired. Look for Connections Corner to launch on our website in November. 
 
Multiples of America is a 501 (c)(3), non-profit organization, with over 150 local clubs nationwide, 
representing nearly 7,000 members. The organization is primarily funded by member dues, donations 
and grants. They partner with local support groups, health care providers, researchers, and educators 
as a part of their work    as they endeavor to aid parents of multiples and to raise public awareness of 
the unique qualities of multiple birth children.    
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